
Strand 1 – Developing Language Skills: Vocabulary. The student uses
new vocabulary expressively. The student is expected to:

Overlapping 2009 TEKS (tested spring 2020 and 2021) and

New TEKS (tested beginning in 2022)

3B
use context within and beyond a sentence to determine the relevant
meaning of unfamiliar words or multiple-meaning words

4B
use context to determine the relevant meaning of unfamiliar
words or distinguish among multiple meaning words and
homographs

3C
identify the meaning of and use words with affixes such as im- (into),
non-, dis-, in- (not, non), pre-, -ness, -y, and -ful

4A
identify the meaning of common prefixes (e.g., in-, dis-) and
suffixes (e.g., -full, - less), and know how they change the
meaning of roots

3D
identify, use, and explain the meaning of antonyms, synonyms, idioms,
homophones, and homographs in a text

4C
identify and use antonyms, synonyms, homographs, and

homophones

Strand 2 – Comprehension Skills: Multiple Texts. The student uses
metacognitive skills to both develop and deepen comprehension of
increasingly complex texts. The student is expected to:

Overlapping 2009 TEKS (tested spring 2020 and 2021) and

New TEKS (tested beginning in 2022)

6B
generate questions about text before, during, and after reading to
deepen understanding and gain information

2B
ask relevant questions, seek clarification, and locate
facts and details about stories and other texts and
support answers with evidence from text

6F make inferences and use evidence to support understanding 4 Fig.19D
make inferences about text using textual evidence to
support understanding

6G evaluate details read to determine key ideas New

6H synthesize information to create new understanding New

Strand 3 – Response Skills: Multiple Texts. The student responds to an
increasingly challenging variety of sources that are read, heard or
viewed. The student is expected to:

Overlapping 2009 TEKS (tested spring 2020 and 2021) and

New TEKS (tested beginning in 2022)

7D retell and paraphrase texts in ways that maintain meaning and logical
order 4 Fig.19E

summarize information in text, maintaining meaning
and logical order
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Strand 4 –Multiple Genres: Literary Elements. The student recognizes
and analyzes literary elements within and across increasingly complex
traditional, contemporary, classical and diverse literary texts. The
student is expected to:

Overlapping 2009 TEKS (tested spring 2020 and 2021) and

New TEKS (tested beginning in 2022)

8A infer the theme of a work, distinguishing theme from topic 5A
paraphrase the themes and supporting details of fables,
legends, myths, or stories

8B explain the relationships among the major and minor characters 8B
describe the interaction of characters including their
relationships and the changes they undergo

8C
analyze plot elements, including the sequence of events, the conflict,
and the resolution

8A
sequence and summarize the plot's main events and
explain their influence on future events

8D explain the influence of the setting on the plot New

9A
demonstrate knowledge of distinguishing characteristics of well-known
children’s literature such as folktales, fables, legends and myths

New

9B
explain rhyme scheme, sound devices, and structural elements such
as stanzas in a variety of poems

6A
describe the characteristics of various forms of poetry and
how they create imagery

9Di
recognize characteristics and structures of informational text, including
(i) the central idea with supporting evidence

13A identify the details or facts that support the main idea

9Dii
recognize characteristics and structures of informational text, including
(ii) features such as sections, tables, graphs, timelines, bullets,
numbers, and bold and italicized font to support understanding

13D
use text features (e.g., bold print, captions, key words,
italics) to locate information and make and verify
predictions about contents of text

9Diii
recognize characteristics and structures of informational text, including
(iii) organizational patterns such as cause and effect and problem and
solution

13C
identify explicit cause and effect relationships among ideas
in texts

9Ei
recognize characteristics and structures of argumentative text by

(i) identifying the claim
New

9Eii
recognize characteristics and structures of argumentative text by

(ii) distinguishing facts from opinion
New

9Eiii
recognize characteristics and structures of argumentative text by

(iii) identifying the intended audience or reader
New

9F recognize characteristics of multimodal and digital texts New
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Strand 5 – Author’s Purpose and Craft: Multiple Texts. The student uses
critical inquiry to analyze the authors’ choices and how they influence
and communicate meaning within a variety of texts. The student is

expected to:

Overlapping 2009 TEKS (tested spring 2020 and 2021) and

New TEKS (tested beginning in 2022)

5A
paraphrase the themes and supporting details of fables,
legends, myths, or stories

10A explain the author’s purpose and message within a text

12

analyze, make inferences and draw conclusions about the
author's purpose in cultural, historical, and contemporary
contexts and provide evidence from the text to support
understanding

10B
explain how the use of text structure contributes to the author’s
purpose

New

10C
explain the author’s use of print and graphic features to achieve
specific purposes 16

use comprehension skills to analyze how words, images,
graphics, and sounds work together in various forms to
impact meaning

10A
identify language that creates a graphic visual experience
and appeals to the senses

10D
describe how the author's use of imagery, literal and figurative
language such as simile, and sound devices such as onomatopoeia
achieves specific purposes 6A

describe the characteristics of various forms of poetry and
how they create imagery

10E
identify and understand the use of literary devices, including first- or
third-person point of view

8C
identify whether the narrator or speaker of a story is first or
third person

10F discuss how the author’s use of language contributes to voice New

10G identify and explain the use of hyperbole New
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A History of English

1 People speak English all over the world. Did you ever wonder

why English is so popular? It started with England. At one time,

England was the most powerful country in the world. They wanted

to expand their power, so they traded and travelled all across the

globe. Their ships carried sailors, spices and explorers. They also

transported the English language. In the 1700s, England started

colonies in places like Australia, the United States, Canada and

India. Many of those colonies became countries that still speak

English. Today, countries like the United States and Canada

continue to spread English around the globe. People all over the

world learn English in order to trade and work with us.

Old, Middle and Modern English

2 English was actually born 1,400 years ago. That’s when tribes

like the Angles, Saxons and Jutes settled on the islands of Britain.

They spoke a language that we call Old English. Then in 1066,

William the Conqueror invaded the islands. His armies spoke a

Latin language similar to French. As Latin mixed with Old English,

new words were formed. This was called Middle English. Middle

English lasted for about 500 years. Modern English formed in the

1500s when the printing press was invented. Classic books were

translated from the old Latin and Greek into English. Soon, people

all over the world were reading in English.

Tomorrow’s English?

3 Our language is still changing. The English language often

creates new words. One way we manufacture new words is by

adding prefixes or suffixes to a base or root. For example, you can

unfriend a person that you no longer like. We also like to invent

new compound words. A screenager is a teen who loves their

digital device. Jeggings are a garment hybrid that are both leggings

and jeans. Modern technology also changes the words we use. For

example, OMG and LOL are now officially in the dictionary! It

seems that the English language of tomorrow will change to reflect

the words invented by the kids of today.

4 The reader can tell that the word Angles in paragraph 2 refers to –

F an ancient tribe from the British isles

G a British conqueror who invaded the British islands

H the space, measured in degrees, formed by two joined lines

J a type of Latin language similar to French

1 Which words from paragraph 2 help the reader determine the

meaning of translated?

A people all over the world

B Modern English formed in the 1500s

C new words were formed

D from the old Latin and Greek into English

2 Which word is a synonym for manufacture in paragraph 3?

F Make H Sound

G Object J Retire

3B

3D

3B

3 In paragraph 3, the reader can use the prefix un- to know that

unfriend means –

A to find many new friends in a group

B to remove someone from your group of friends

C to forget about an old friend that you haven’t seen in a long time

D to make a new connection to an old friend 3C

6 From context, the reader can tell that the word garment in

paragraph 3 means –

F a nonsense word or phrase H clothing, something you wear

G made up of different parts J a rhyming phrase

3C

Comp 1
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5 The word transported in paragraph 1 means carried –

A behind B under C across, beyond D quickly

3B
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Old Proverbs

1 A proverb is a short saying that gives good advice. Proverbs

are often easy to remember because they state simple truths. In

the past, proverbs were well-known. Today though, kids see more

internet memes than old-fashioned proverbs. Let’s take a look at

some of the old adages to see if they are still useful to the kids of

the 21st century.

2 A watched pot never boils. If you watch a pot of water over a

flame on the stove, eventually the water will boil. So what does this

proverb teach us? Imagine that you are waiting for something fun

to happen. Maybe you’re counting the days until your birthday. You

may have noticed that the more you anticipate something fun, the

farther away it seems. The waiting seems to take forever. Of

course, eventually the water in a pot boils. But the waiting and

watching make the time seem longer.

3 All that glitters is not gold. This proverb makes me think of a

miner. He is excited to discover a sparkling gold nugget, only to

learn that he has found iron pyrite, or fool’s gold. Gold is a sort of

metaphor for something valuable or precious. We might think a

shiny new toy or the newest version of a video game will make us

happy. In the end, the prettiest packages sometimes have

something disappointing inside. Newer isn’t always better. We

might even find that the things that bring us the most joy are often

old and worn by frequent use.

4 April showers bring May flowers. To understand this proverb,

we have to think of a spring day. We also have to imagine that we

don’t have any digital entertainment. Imagine a time before tablet

computers, hand-held video games and game apps on your phone.

In the old days kids wanted to go outside and play on a spring day.

If it was raining, kids had to sit inside by the window. They would

be bored, waiting for a ray of sunshine. A child’s mother might have

offered this proverb to cheer the sad, bored child. Today’s boring

rain will lead to tomorrow’s sunny days, filled with running and

playing in a field covered by spring’s new flowers.

4 What does the word worn mean as it is used at the end of

paragraph 3?

F clothing that was used in the past

G exhausted, spent, tired, unable to continue

H shabby from much use, aged, faded

J to signal to another person that something dangerous or bad is

about to happen

1 Which words are synonyms for adages in paragraph 1?

A Sayings, proverbs, aphorisms, truisms

B Remind, recall, refresh, bring to mind

C Antique, outdated, out of style, obsolete

D Worthwhile, important, rewarding

2 From the root sparkle the reader can tell that sparkling in

paragraph 3 means –

F dull, faded H mineral ore, rock

G shiny, glittery J enthusiastic, eager

3B

3C

3D

3 What is the meaning of the word anticipate in paragraph 2?

A To remember a person or event fondly

B To spend time in a useful or rewarding way

C To be tricked or fooled by the appearance of an object, a person

or an idea

D To look forward to something 3B

5 From the context of paragraph 3, iron pyrite could mean –

A a shiny mineral, similar to gold

B a type of crystal gem, like a diamond

C a very expensive new toy; a desirable gift

D a disappointing result; of little or no value

3D

Comp 2
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Sleep

By Amanda Alsup

1 Children will play, sometimes all through the day,

2 But at night, dreamers must sleep.

3 We learn all the rules they give us in schools,

4 But at night, even teachers do sleep.

5 Grandma washes dishes, gives us hugs and kisses;

6 And tonight, Grandma will sleep.

7 Spring storms bring us rain, watering field and plain;

8 Then in summer, spring must sleep.

9 Summer sun gives us heat, burns our noses and feet;

10 In autumn, summer must sleep.

11 The leaves color and fall, and just like us all,

12 In winter the whole earth must sleep.

13 Upon us all night does creep, bringing slumber deep;

14 This is still true, sleepers must sleep.

15 In the bright light of day we rush and we play;

16 But at twilight, sleepers must sleep.

17 So enjoy all your hours, the sun and the flowers;

18 And remember, tonight we must sleep.

I’m Nobody! Who Are You?

by Emily Dickinson, 1830-1886

1 I’m Nobody! Who are you?

2 Are you – Nobody – too?

3 Then there’s a pair of us!

4 Don’t tell! they’d advertise – you know!

5 How dreary – to be – Somebody!

6 How public – like a Frog –

7 To tell one’s name – the livelong June –

8 To an admiring Bog!

4 The word plain, as it used in line 7 of the poem Sleep, refers to –

F a thing that is simple, ordinary and without decoration

G an idea or fact that is clear or obvious to everyone

H a flat, broad area that has no trees or steep hills

J a vehicle that flies; an aircraft

1 As it is used in line 16 of Sleep, the word twilight means –

A the time of day when the sun sets

B the brightest part of the day

C the minutes just after the sun rises

D free time spent playing with friends

2 In line 8 of I’m Nobody! the reader can use the suffix -ing to know

that admiring means –

F stuck, unable to move H appreciative, pleased

G in the summertime J reptile or amphibian

3B

3C

3B

3 Synonyms for advertise in line 4 of the poem I’m Nobody! Who

Are You? include –

A foliage, leaves, greenery C join, put together, attach

B call out, display and announce D sleep, slumber, doze 3D

5 Look at line 5 of I’m Nobody.

The poet uses the word dreary to indicate that –

A many people want to be like a Frog

B not having a name is unfair

C the word Frog has multiple meanings

D being Somebody is undesirable and should be avoided

3D

How dreary – to be – Somebody!

Comp 3
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Cherokee Creation Myth

1 The great Cherokee People have told the story of the world’s

creation for many, many years. The old storytellers heard the

stories from their elders, and they told the stories to their youngest

children. In this way, the stories have been passed down from

generation to generation – from grandparents to parents and from

parents to children.

2 The storytellers say that in the beginning, all the world was

water in every direction. Then Little Water Beetle dove to the

bottom. There he found mud and brought it up to the surface. That

mud spread out until it created an island called Earth. Earth was

held up by powerful cords that dangled from the sky. One cord

hung from the north, another from the south, another from the east

and the last from the west.

3 The first birds flew down from the sky to see the earth. The

mud was still soft though, and Buzzard’s wings gouged valleys and

canyons. In the same way, birds’ wings formed hills and mountains.

When the mud dried, the earth had shape.

4 The plants and animals all lived in the dark. They were often

confused and they had trouble seeing each other. The animals

decided to put a sun up in the sky. The birds carried the sun up

high and they set it on a course. Every day the sun crossed from

east to west. The sun hung low though, and its heat scorched

Crawfish bright red. Seeing this, the birds decided to hang the sun

a little higher. They could still see, and nobody felt too much heat.

5 The old storytellers even tell why some trees stay green all

year and why some animals are awake through the night. The

Great Spirit told all of the plants and animals to stay awake for

seven days. The plants and animals tried very hard, but many fell

asleep. Plants like the cedar, pine and spruce that stayed awake

for seven days were given a gift. They never lose their leaves and

stay green all year long. The animals who stayed awake, like the

owl, coyote and fox, were also given a gift. They could see in the

dark and hunt through the night.

1 Which words from the story help the reader know what generation

means in paragraph 1?

3B

4 The author uses the word course in paragraph 4 to refer to –

F a track for a race

G a path or route to be taken

H a class or set of lessons to be studied

J to chase or pursue

2 Which words or phrase help the reader know what dangled means

in paragraph 2?

F hung from the north H and the last from the West

G That mud spread out J all the world was water

3D

3B

5 Which of the following words are synonyms for gouged in

paragraph 3?

A Scraped, dug, scratched and furrowed

B Feather, plume, crest and fringe

C Bottomless, profound and subterranean

D Outline, structure, form and fashion

3D

3 In paragraph 2, the author uses the word powerful to mean that

the cords were –

A held up by the sky

B able to hang from the north, south, east and west

C almost invisible to the animals of the earth

D strong enough to hold the weight of the earth
3C

A great Cherokee People C from grandparents to parents

B told the stories D heard the stories

Comp 4
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Hollow Manor

1 At the end of an old country road there is a big, spooky

farmhouse. No human has “lived” there for over 25 years. But

every Halloween the old house is home to a giant, fun and

fright-filled party.

2 Genevieve Hollow has been at Hollow Manor for 167 years.

She’s the oldest resident. As the sun sets on October 31st,

Genevieve floats around the house gently waking everyone else.

“It’s evening. Time to get up. We’ve got a full night of haunting

ahead of us.” Can you guess what Genevieve is?

3 You’re right, she’s a ghost! Genevieve was born at the

farmhouse and spent her childhood there. Later, she married

Harold Hollow. Together, they fixed up the old house and renamed

it Hollow Manor. Harold and Genevieve raised eight children on the

farm. A goat, five cows, lots of chickens and two pigs roamed the

property. Genevieve and Harold grew corn, potatoes and green

beans to feed the family. It was a happy time.

4 As you know, children grow up. The Hollow kids loved the

farm, but they wanted to live in a big city. So they moved away.

Harold and Genevieve continued to live and farm until they got too

old. They are happy that they’ve been able to haunt Hollow Manor

ever since! Now they share the old house with lots of ghost friends.

5 Every year, on October 31st, the kids return to visit at Hollow

Manor. Of course, the “kids” are all grown now with children of their

own. As the grandchildren arrive, they jump out of the car and run

to find all the spooky surprises their grandparents have created for

them. Genevieve rushes around happily slamming doors, blowing

wind through their hair and making the old house creak and moan.

Even though they can’t exactly see her, the kids love playing with

their grandmother.

6 Grandpa Harold plays trick or treat outside. He likes to get the

old tractor running. The kids look to see what’s going on. They

scream with delight when they see the empty tractor planting row

after row of candy corn!

4 When does Genevieve rush around and slam doors?

F When her grandchildren come to visit

G When she gets angry at her grandchildren for not visiting more

often

H When her children moved to the city

J When she is trying to wake up all the other ghosts

1 What is the best summary of the story?

A Eight children visit their grandparents at Halloween. They love

playing with their grandmother and getting candy corn from their

grandfather.

B Genevieve Hollow grew up in an old farmhouse. She later

married Harold. They lived and worked in the house they

renamed Hollow Manor. Now, they are ghosts who haunt the old

house and “play” with their grandchildren when they visit on

Halloween.

C A sweet ghost named Genevieve haunts an old farmhouse. On

Halloween, her children visit. She enjoys playing with them.

D Genevieve Hollow has lived in Hollow Manor for 167 years. She

married Harold when she was 25. They had eight children

together and had a happy life on the farm. Now their

grandchildren visit every Halloween.

2 What happened after Genevieve married Harold?

F Harold planted candy corn for his grandchildren.

G Harold and Genevieve moved to the big city.

H Harold and Genevieve renamed the house Hollow Manor.

J Genevieve was born in an old farmhouse.

3 Genevieve and Harold are able to visit with faraway family by –

A going to the big city C haunting Hollow Manor

B returning to Hollow Manor D raising farm animals

8C

8C

7D

7D

Comp 5
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Thunder Prince

A Japanese Folk Legend

1 Rai-den Sama, the King of Thunder, stood at the walls of his

great Cloud Castle. He looked down at the earth and those who

lived upon it. There were lords and nobles, soldiers and priests,

farmers and sailors. Rai-den spied a poor peasant, his back bent

from working in the fields. The farmer and his wife were old and

childless. They loved each other and they worked hard every day.

2 Rai-den sent a great storm upon the land. A flood swept the

valley, bringing moisture to the soil. A great howling wind raced

across the plains. And a bolt of lightning crashed to the ground

beside the peasant farmer’s little hut. The thunder rumbled. When

the storm finally faded, a crying baby lay on the ground.

3 “Wife, wife,” the peasant called, “come see what the storm has

brought us!” They both hurried to gather up the little child. They

bundled him in dry blankets and sang to him until he was calm. The

baby fell asleep as the thunder rumbled high up in the sky.

4 The old farmer and his wife were pleased to have a baby. They

took the child to the rice fields every day and they tended him as

they worked. The child grew quickly and was very strong. He was

unlike other children. He seemed to know when it was best to plant

and when it was best to harvest. He would say “tonight a great

storm will bring rain,” or “tomorrow the sun shall shine through the

day.” And always he was right.

5 Blessed by his foster son’s gifts, the old farmer planted much

rice. He was successful like never before. His family lived happily in

the little hut, year after year. Finally, when the boy was seventeen

and about to be a man, he spoke to his foster parents.

6 “I have lived these years with you happily, but now I must

return to my father in the Cloud Castle. You have taught me to

bring rice from the earth and to laugh and to love. I know more of

the earth now than any of the other gods.”

7 The old man and his wife wept with both sorrow and joy as a

storm carried the young Thunder Prince up into the clouds.

4 The events in paragraph 2 show how Rai-den –

F punished the people of the earth with a great storm

G helped the old couple become wealthy farmers

H carried the Thunder Prince up to the great Cloud Castle

J sent his son, the Thunder Prince, to an old couple on earth

1 What is the best summary of the story?

A A poor farmer and his wife are surprised to find a baby left on the

ground after a thunderstorm. They raise the baby and teach him

to farm. They are sad when he disappears in another storm.

B The Thunder Prince lives on the earth with a poor old farmer and

his wife. The young prince learns that life on earth is full of joy.

C Rai-den Sama sends a baby down to earth on a bolt of lightning.

The prince grows into a young man living with a poor farmer and

his wife. In this way, the Thunder Prince learns many lessons.

D The King of Thunder, angry at the people of the earth, sends a

great storm. Floods wash the valley and wind howls through the

skies. There is great destruction.

2 The first two paragraphs are important to the story because they –

F give the story setting and introduce the main characters

G help the reader understand why the Japanese wrote fables

H explain why rain and thunder are important to Japanese farmers

J resolve the story problem without revealing the ending

8C

8C

7D

8C

3 Which sentence shows why Rai-den Sama chose to send a baby

to the old farmer and his wife?

A When the storm finally faded, a crying baby lay on the ground.

B They loved each other and they worked hard every day.

C The old farmer and his wife were pleased to have a baby.

D The child grew quickly and was very strong.

Comp 6
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